This ability may give random RNAs greater structural scription up to 53-fold higher than a three-hybrid posivariation than is available to random peptides inserted tive control using the Gal4 activation domain and only into an exposed loop constrained by a stable protein 2-fold lower than the highly active VP16 activation doscaffold. In addition, basic structure-function relationmain. Using a combination of directed evolution and ships within RNA aptamers can often be revealed using site-directed mutagenesis, we dissected the funcsite-directed mutagenesis and covariance analysis coutional elements of the evolved transcriptional activapled with secondary structure prediction, while analotors. A surprisingly large fraction of RNAs from our gous experiments on peptide sequences can be much library are capable of activating transcription, sugmore difficult. Finally, researchers have established gengesting that nucleic acids may be well suited for binderal methods for rationally engineering RNA that enable ing transcriptional machinery elements normally its function to be modulated using antisense oligonuclerecruited by proteins. In addition, our work demonotides or using ligand binding aptamers. 
Characterization of Evolved Activators
It is noteworthy that among the evolved sequences, this region (M10, M11, M12, and M13), reduce activity by 10-to 20-fold (Table 1 ). The role of base pairing m26-12 uniquely lacks several of the conserved secondinvolving bases 35-39 was probed by the single mutaary structures and is also by far the weakest activator tion of C38 to A (M16), which resulted in a 3-fold reducamong the evolved N40-26 variants. In addition, the lack tion in transcriptional activation, as well as by a larger of predicted base pairing between conserved variable perturbation changing C36 and C38 to A36 and A38 region bases (as opposed to between the variable and (M17), which caused a 16-fold loss in activity. These constant regions) among all of the evolved N40-26 variresults further highlight the importance of these three ants is surprising and may suggest geometric conregions in transcriptional activation. straints imposed by the structure of the constant region To test aspects of the predicted structural model that disfavor base pairing within the variable region. In within the largest conserved region (bases 23-33), we summary, the conserved subsequences emerging from generated a secondary mutation designed to restore random mutagenesis and reselection together with their the activity of the least active m26-11 mutant (M9, G25A). predicted secondary structures collectively suggest
The structural model in Figure 5 predicts that base 25 several candidate structural elements that could play of the variable region pairs with base Ϫ8 of the constant roles in transcriptional activation.
region. Replacing C(Ϫ8) with U, predicted to restore base pairing with the inactive G25A mutant, rescues Structure-Activity Analysis of an Evolved RNA transcriptional activation ability to 54% of the unmuAn attractive feature of RNA aptamers is the possibility tated m26-11 (Table 1) . The ability of a single compenof using secondary structure prediction together with sating mutation at base Ϫ8 to restore the activity of an site-directed mutagenesis to infer and test structureinactive point mutant provides strong support for the function relationships. We systematically installed a sepredicted secondary structure in this region. In addition, ries of 16 single or multibase site-directed mutations this result demonstrates that base pairing, but not base- (Table 1 and transcriptional activators with potencies comparable
